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Abstract
The present paper aims at describing in details the asymptotic composition of a class of d-colour Po´lya urns:
namely balanced, tenable and irreducible urns. We decompose the composition vector of such urns according
to the Jordan decomposition of their replacement matrix. The projections of the composition vector onto the
so-called small Jordan spaces are known to be asymptotically gaussian, but the asymptotic behaviour of the
projections onto the large Jordan spaces are not known in full details up to now and are described by a limit
random variable called W , depending on the parameters of the urn.
We prove, via the study of smoothing systems, that the variable W has a density and that it is moment-
determined.
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1 Introduction
A Po´lya urn is a discrete time stochastic process which was originally introduced by Po´lya and Eggenberger to
model the spread of epidemics [EP23]. Since then, they have been useful in many different areas of mathematics
and theoretical computer science and are therefore broadly studied. We can for example cite applications to the
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analysis of random trees (AVL1 [Mah98], 2–3 trees [FP05]), to the analysis of the Bandit algorithm [LPT04], or to
the reinforced random walks (see for example the survey of [Pem07]).
The range of methods used to study this random object is also very large. Historically studied by enumerative
combinatorics (see for example [BP85]), Po´lya urns have been efficiently studied by embedding in continuous time
(or poissonization) since the works of Athreya and Karlin [AK68] (see for example [Jan04]). In parallel, since
the seminal paper by Flajolet, Dumas & Puyhaubert [FDP06], the analytic combinatorics community successfully
tackles the problem in the two-colour case.
A Po´lya urn process is defined as follows: an urn contains balls of different colours, let us denote by d the number
of different colours available. Fix an initial composition α “ tpα1, . . . , αdq P Nd, meaning that there are αi balls of
colour i at time zero in the urn, for all i P t1, . . . , du. Fix a dˆ d matrix R “ pai,jq1ďi,jďd with integer coefficients.
At each step of the process, pick a ball uniformly at random in the urn, denote its colour by c (c P t1, . . . , du), put
this ball back in the urn and add into the urn ac,i balls of colour i for all 1 ď i ď d. The standard question asked
is “how many balls of each colour are there in the urn” at time n? when n tends to infinity?
Of course, the answer depends on the initial composition vector and on the replacement matrix chosen, and
many different behaviours are exhibited in the literature. The aim of the present paper is to investigate into more
detail the asymptotic behaviour of a very large class of Po´lya urns: the d-colour, balanced, tenable and irreducible
urns. This framework is very general and includes, among others, Po´lya urns modelling m-ary trees [CH01, CP04],
paged binary trees [CH01, Mah02] or B-trees [CGPTT16]. Our precise assumptions are the following:
pTq The non-diagonal coefficients of R are non-negative, and, for all 1 ď i ď d, either ai,i ě ´1 or ´ai,i is the gcd
of ta1,i, . . . , ad,i, αiu.
pBq The urn is balanced, meaning that there exists an integer S, called the balance, such that, for all c P t1, . . . , du,řd
i“1 ac,i “ S.
pIq The replacement matrix R is irreducible, meaning that for all 1 ď c, i ď d, there exists n ě 0 such that
pRnqc,i ą 0.
These assumptions ensure us that S is the eigenvalue of R having maximal real part. We then consider the Jordan
decomposition of the matrix R and fix one Jordan block: this Jordan block is associated to a stable subspace E
(containing a unique eigenline) and to an eigenvalue λ. Note that several Jordan blocks can correspond to the same
eigenvalue. We are interested in the behaviour of the projection of the urn composition vector on E, asymptotically
when n tends to infinity. When σ :“ Reλ{S ď 1{2. This projection, appropriately renormalised, converges in law
to a Gaussian distribution, independent of the initial composition α of the urn. However in the case of “large”
eigenspaces, i.e. if σ ą 1{2, we observe a different behaviour, which we aim at describing better in the present paper.
The projection on a large eigenspace E of the composition vector of the urn at time n, renormalised appropriately,
converges almost surely and in all Lppp ě 1q to a complex random variable WDTα times an eigenvector v associated
to E. Moreover, if we embed the urn process in continuous time, the obtained Galton-Watson process UCT ptq,
projected onto E, and correctly renormalised, converges almost surely and in all Lppp ě 1q to a complex random
variable WCTα times v. Our main goal is to gather information about the two random variables W
DT
α and W
CT
α .
The discrete time and the continuous time process are closely related and one of our main tools will be to
transport information from one setting to the other. The three main results of the paper are: for all initial
composition α,
• the support of the random variables WDTα and WCTα is the whole complex plane if λ P CzR and the whole
real line if λ P R;
• WDTα and WCTα both admit a density on C (resp. R if λ P R);
• WDTα and WCTα are moment-determined (the Laplace transform of WDTα converges on the whole plane).
These results are the first results in the literature about the variables W induced by multi-colour urns.
To prove them, we first use the branching property of the urn process to prove that it is enough to consider
the d atomic initial compositions ec (c P t1, . . . , du) defined as follows: all the coefficients of ec are zero except the
cth which is equal to 1 if ac,c ě 0, and to ´ac,c otherwise. The branching property of urn schemes is largely used
in the literature; the novelty of our approach is that we can include the case of Po´lya urn schemes with diagonal
coefficients possibly less than ´1. Using again the branching property, we prove that pWDTe1 , . . . ,WDTed q (resp.pWCTe1 , . . . ,WCTed q) is solution of a system of smoothing equations.
1The AVL is a balanced search tree named after its inventors, Adelson-Velskii & Landis (see [AVL62]).
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To our knowledge, this article contains the first analysis of such a smoothing system: the literature contains
examples of smoothing systems of two equations with real random variable solutions (see [CMP13] for an example) or
one smoothing equation with complex solutions (see e.g. [CP04]), but no smoothing system with complex solutions
as in the present article. Such an analysis needed the development of new arguments and this approach would be
useful in any other context where such smoothing systems would appear. In a very recent article (appeared on
arxiv.org while the current paper was under review), [Lec16] gives a survey about smoothing systems and their
applications, as well as general results about them.
From the smoothing system in discrete time, we deduce a system of equations verified by the Fourier transforms
of the WDT s, and prove that these Fourier transforms are integrable, inducing the existence of densities. We then
show how to deduce the same result for the continuous time W s, and for any initial composition.
From the system in continuous time, we deduce an induction formula for the moments of the WCT s. We then
prove by induction that these moments are small enough to apply Carleman’s criterion to conclude that they are
moment-determined. We then transport the result in discrete time and for all initial initial composition.
Plan of the paper: We first describe in Section 2 our framework and the state of the art concerning the
asymptotic behaviour of the multi-colour urns; at the end of Section 2, we also state our main results (namely
Theorems 2.9 and 2.10). Section 3 is devoted to characterise the random variables WCT as a solution of a system
of fixed point equations in law. In Section 4, we use these systems to study the moments of the W ’s and prove that
they are moment-determined, both in continuous and in discrete time. In Section 5, we imply, from the continuous
time systems and from the moment study, that the random variables WDT are also characterised as a solution
of a smoothing system. Finally, Section 6 contains the proof that the W ’s admit a density, both in discrete and
continuous time. It is very interesting to see how we will travel from discrete to continuous time all along the paper
and how going from one world to the other is very fruitful. But first, let us discuss our set of hypothesis: pTq, pBq
and pIq.
1.1 Discussion of the hypothesis
Different hypothesis are made in the literature, in order to control the behaviour of Po´lya urns:
pT´1q The coefficients of R are all non-negative except the diagonal coefficients which can be equal to ´1.
pTq The non-diagonal coefficients of R are non-negative, and, for all 1 ď i ď d, either ai,i ě ´1 or ´ai,i is the gcd
of ta1,i, . . . , ad,i, αiu.
pBq The urn is balanced, meaning that there exists an integer S, called the balance, such that, for all c P t1, . . . , du,řd
i“1 ac,i “ S.
Assuming pT´1q or pTq permits to avoid non-tenable urns, i.e. urn schemes in which something impossible is
asked: an example would be that you must subtract 3 balls of colour 1 from the urn while there is only 1 such ball
in the urn. Allowing only non-negative coefficients in the replacement matrix and coefficients at least ´1 on the
diagonal permits to ensure that the urn is tenable. It is proven in [Pou08] that assumption pTq has the same effect
although it is much weaker and allows to include a much wider class of Po´lya urns into our framework. Some authors
prefer working without such an assumption but then make all reasoning conditioned to tenability, i.e. conditioned
on the event “no impossible configuration occur” (see for example [Jan04, Remark 4.2]).
The balance assumption pBq is quite standard in the literature, though it is not always necessary (this assumption
is not needed in [Jan04], for example). This assumption implies that the total number of balls in the urn is a
deterministic function of time and this property is the foundation of combinatorics approaches while continuous
time analysis of Po´lya urns can be done for non-balanced urns.
Finally, we will assume that the urn is irreducible, meaning that any colour can be produced from an initial
composition with one unique ball: for a two–colour urn, being irreducible means having a non-triangular replacement
matrix. The following definitions define the notion precisely.
Definition 1.1 (see [Jan04, page 4]). Let c, i P t1, . . . , du, we say that c dominates i if there exists n ě 1 such
that pRnqc,i ą 0. A colour c P t1, . . . , du is said to be dominating if it dominates every other colour in t1, . . . , du.
Definition 1.2 (see [Jan04, page 4]). We say that an urn of replacement matrix R is irreducible if and only if
every colour is a dominating colour.
pIq The replacement matrix R is irreducible.
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Note that it is sometimes enough (see, for example, [Jan04] and [Pou08]) to only assume the following weaker
version of the irreducibility assumption. First note that the domination relation is transitive and reflexive and thus
partitions the set of colours into some equivalence classes:
Definition 1.3 (see [Jan04, page 4]). We say that two colours i and j are in the same class if i dominates j and
j dominates i. A dominating class is a class of dominating colours. An eigenvalue λ belongs the one of the
equivalence class D if the restriction of R to D admits λ as an eigenvalue.
We are now ready to assume this weaker version of irreducibility, which we call pSq for simplicity :
pSq The largest real eigenvalue λmax of R is positive and is a simple eigenvalue of R. Furthermore, there is at
least one ball of a dominating colour in the urn at time 0, and λmax belong to the dominating class.
Note that under pBq, S “ λmax. We refer the reader to Janson [Jan04, page 5] for a discussion of this weaker
assumption.
Cases of non-irreducible urns are studied in the literature: the diagonal case R “ SId is the original Po´lya-
Eggenberger process and its behaviour is well described in [Ath69, BK64, JK77, CMP13], and triangular urn schemes
are developped in [Jan06, BDM09].
Note that a large two-colour urn cannot have negative diagonal coefficients, whereas there exists d–colour Po´lya
urns with possibly negative coefficients having large eigenvalues. We thus have to include such urns in our study,
that is why we only assume pTq and not the more restrictive assumption pT´1q. In the present paper, we thus
choose to assume pTq, pBq and pSq (although it is necessary to assume pIq for Theorem 2.10): we can cite many
examples of urn processes that fall in this framework (see for example m-ary trees [CH01, CP04], paged binary
trees [Mah02, CH01], B-trees [CGPTT16]) and we will see all along the paper how each of these assumptions is
used in the proofs. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of an urn under these three conditions.
The present setting is different from [Jan04]’s setting for d–colour Po´lya urns (d ě 3), where pT´1q is assumed
with further assumptions, but pBq is not: it is however mentioned in [Jan04, Remark 4.2] that Janson’s main results
hold under our set of hypothesis. We will thus be able to apply Janson’s results before going further in the study
of the asymptotic behaviour of the urn.
The following section is devoted to summarising the results of the literature needed as preliminaries to state our
main results.
2 Preliminaries and statement of the main results
The behaviour of the urn process is already quite well known: We recall hereby the main results of the literature
(mainly by [Ath69], [Jan04] and [Pou08]) and thereafter state our main results.
2.1 Jordan decomposition
In view of pBq and pSq, the matrix R admits S as a simple eigenvalue, and every other eigenvalue λ of R verifies
Reλ ă S. The matrix R can be written on its Jordan normal form, meaning that it is similar to a diagonal of
blocks diagpJ1, . . . , Jrq where each Ji is a matrix shaped as follows:
J “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
λ 1 0 . . . 0
0 λ 1
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
... . . .
. . . λ 1
0 . . . . . . 0 λ
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where λ is an eigenvalue of R. Note that several Jordan blocks can be associated to the same eigenvalue. In
the following, we chose a Jordan block and study the behaviour of the projection of the composition vector onto
the subspace associated to this Jordan block. Note that the fact that R is irreducible implies that S is a single
eigenvalue of R.
Definition 2.1. Let λ be an eigenvalue for R and σ “ Reλ{S. We call λ a large eigenvalue of R if 1{2 ă σ ă 1,
or a small eigenvalue if σ ď 1{2.
A large Jordan block is a Jordan block of R associated with a large eigenvalue of R and a small Jordan
block is a Jordan block associated with a small eigenvalue of R.
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We denote by Uαpnq “ Upnq P Nd the composition vector of the urn at time n (the subscript α is the initial
composition of the urn): its ith coordinate is by definition equal to the number of balls of colour i at time n in
the urn. We are interested in the behaviour of Upnq when n tends to infinity. It is showed in the literature that
Upnq is easier to describe when decomposed according to the Jordan block decomposition of R. For every stable
subspace E associated to a Jordan block of R, we will denote by piE the projection on E relative to the direct sum
of all Jordan subspaces of R, and we will study separately each projection on a Jordan subspace E.
It is standard to embed urn processes in continuous time (see for example [AK68]): each ball is seen as a clock
that rings after a random time with exponential law of parameter one, independently from other clocks in the urn.
When a clock rings, it splits into ai,j ` δi,j balls of colour j (@j P t1, . . . , du) if the clock had colour i (where we
uses Kronecker’s notation: δi,j equals 1 if i “ j and 0 otherwise). We denote by τn the time of the nth ring in the
urn and by UCT ptq the composition vector of the (continuous time) urn at time t. We have the following standard
connection: almost surely,
pUpnqqně0 “ pUCT pτnqqně0. (1)
In addition, the process pUpnqqně0 is independent of the sequence of stopping times pτnqně0.
The asymptotic behaviour of the different projections of Upnq and UCT ptq is partially described in the literature:
• In continuous time (see [Jan04]),
– small projections have a Gaussian behaviour, and
– renormalised large projections converge almost surely to a random variable WCT .
• In discrete time,
– if R has only small eigenvalues apart from S, if E is one of the largest Jordan block associated to the
eigenvalue λ realising the second highest real part (after S), and if σ “ Reλ{S “ 1{2 then projections onto
E have a Gaussian behaviour (see [Jan04, Theorems 3.22 et 3.23]); and
– renormalised large projections converge almost surely to a random variable WDT (see [Pou08]).
As one can see, the behaviour of small projections (i.e. projections on a small Jordan block) in discrete time is not
known yet in full generality: Subsection 2.2 is devoted to describing the behaviour of piEpUpnqq for all small Jordan
space of R. However, the main aim of the paper is to describe the unexplored WDT and WCT : Subsection 2.3 will
state the results concerning the projections on large Jordan spaces (i.e. associated to a large Jordan block), as a
preliminary to our main results.
2.2 Projections on small Jordan spaces
As explained above, the behaviour of the projections of the composition vector (in discrete time) onto the small
Jordan blocks is not known yet in full generality. Although our main aim is to focus on the less understood
projections onto large Jordan blocks, we sketch here a proof of a general result for small Jordan blocks in order to
complete the theory of Po´lya urns under pBq, pTq and pSq.
Theorem 2.2. Under assumptions pBq, pTq and pSq, if E is a block of size ν ` 1 associated to a small eigenvalue
λ of R, then there exists a covariance matrix Σ such that
• If Reλ “ S2 then
piEpUαpnqq?
Sn ln2ν`1 n
Ñ N p0,Σq,
in distribution, asymptotically when n tends to infinity.
• If Reλ ă S2 then
piEpUαpnqq?
Sn
Ñ N p0,Σq,
in distribution, asymptotically when n tends to infinity.
Moreover, Σ does not depend on α.
Let E and λ as in Theorem 2.2. The following result by Janson is the key of the proof of Theorem 2.2:
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Theorem 2.3 ([Jan04, Theorem 3.15 (i) and (ii)]). Under assumptions pBq, pTq and pSq, for all vector b P Rd,
define
τbpnq “ inftt ě 0 | xb, UCTα ptqy ě nu.
Then,
(i) If Reλ “ S2 , then
1?
Sn ln2ν`1 n
piEpUCTα pτbpnqqq Ñ N p0, σq,
in distribution, where σ is a covariance matrix.
(ii) If Reλ ă S2 , then
1?
Sn
piEpUCTα pτbpnqqq Ñ N p0, σq,
n distribution, where σ is a covariance matrix.
Theorem 3.15 in [Jan04] is slightly different than the above version. The above version corresponds to the special
case z “ n in Janson’s Theorem 3.15. The piq of [Jan04, Theorem 3.15] concerns the projection on the union of
the small Jordan spaces, and it implies the piq above by projection on a specified small Jordan space. The piiq in
Theorem 3.15 [Jan04] is more general than the above version, which is the special case k “ ν of Janson’s result. The
matrix σ is given by Equations (3.11) and (2.15) in [Jan04] for case piq above, and by Equations (3.12) and (2.16)
in [Jan04] for case piiq above. It is important to note that σ does not depend on α.
Theorem 2.2 can be proved by using the dummy balls idea used in the proof of Theorems 3.21 and 3.22 in [Jan04]:
• Consider the continuous time urn with d ` 1 colours, such that the d ` 1 first colours evolve as the original
d–colour process except that each time a ball splits, one ball of colour d` 1 is added to the process. When a
ball of colour d` 1 splits, it splits into itself, adding no new balls in the process.
• Apply Theorem 2.3 to this d` 1–colour process (this process satisfies pSq).
• Go back to the original d–colour process by appropriate projection.
We do not develop the proof since no new idea is needed from there.
2.3 Projections on large Jordan spaces
Except for this digression on small eigenvalues, we are interested in the present paper in the behaviour of Upnq
along large Jordan blocks. We will from now on fix E a Jordan subspace of R associated to a large
eigenvalue λ. We denote by ν ` 1 the size of its associated Jordan block (being also the dimension of E) and we
denote by v one eigenvector of E associated to the eigenvalue λ.
2.3.1 State of the art
The asympotic behaviour of Upnq projected onto the subspace E is described by the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4 (cf. [Pou08]). Under pBq, pTq and pSq, if 12 ă σ ă 1, then,
lim
nÑ8
piEpUpnqq
nλ{S lnν n
“ 1
ν!
WDT v,
a.s. and in all Lp (p ě 1), where piEpUpnqq is the projection of the composition vector at time n onto E (according
to the Jordan decomposition of R).
Remark 2.5. Note that different choices for v are possible, and that the random variable WDT depends on this
choice. The random variable WDT should actually be denoted by WDTE,v since it depends on the Jordan subspace E
fixed and on the choice of v. For clarity’s sake, we will stick to the ambiguous but simpler notation WDT ; there
is no ambiguity since E and v are fixed all along the present paper. Note that one could also choose to include the
1{ν! into the definition of WDT ; we choose to leave it outside as done in [Pou08].
In continuous time, the composition vector projected on a large stable subspace satisfies
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Theorem 2.6 (see [Jan04]). Under pBq, pTq and pSq, if 12 ă σ ă 1, then, almost surely and in all Lp (p ě 1),
lim
tÑ`8
piEpUptqq
tνeλt
“ 1
ν!
WCT v,
where piE is the projection on the large stable subspace E. Moreover, the random variable W
CT admits moments of
all orders.
Remark 2.7. Note that Theorem 2.6 is proven in [Jan04] under pT´1q and not pTq; but Janson explains in his
Remark 4.2 how to make it hold under pTq.
We are interested in the two random variables WDT and WCT defined in Theorems 2.4 and 2.6. These random
variables actually depend on the initial composition of the urn, denoted by α “t pα1, . . . , αdq, meaning that there
are, for all i P t1, . . . , du, αi balls of type i in the urn at time 0. It is thus more rigorous to denote by WDTα (resp.
WCTα ) the random variable associated to the initial composition α, emphasizing that we have to study two infinite
families of random variables.
Connection (1) implies connections between the random variables W induced by the discrete and continuous
processes. We need the following result to deduce them:
lim
nÑ8ne
´Sτn “ ξ, (2)
almost surely, where ξ is a random variable with Gamma law of parameter pα1 ` . . .` αdq{S. This result is shown
for two–colour urns in [CPS11], and can be straightforwardly adapted to the present case, using the balanced
hypothesis pBq. We do not develop this proof, which is very standard in the study of Yule processes (see for
example [AN72, page 120]). We have
piE
`
UCT pτnq
˘
τνne
λτn
“ piE
`
UDT pnq˘
nλ{S lnν n
¨ n
λ{S lnν n
τνne
λτn
.
Moreover, Equation (2) implies lnnτn Ñ S when n tends to `8,
nλ{S lnν n
τνne
λτn
“
ˆ
lnn
τn
˙ν
pne´Sτnqλ{S Ñ Sνξλ{S.
Thus, for all initial composition α, we have (already mentioned in [Jan04]):
WCTα
plawq“ Sνξλ{SWDTα , (3)
where ξ is a Gamma-distributed random variable with parameter α1`...`αdS , and where ξ and W
DT are independent.
We also have that pUDT pnptqqqtě0 “ pUCT ptqqtě0 almost surely, where řdi“1 αi ` Snptq is the total number of
balls in the continuous time urn at time t. It implies that, for all initial composition α,
WDTα
plawq“ S´νξ´λ{SWCTα , (4)
where ξ is a Gamma-distributed random variable with parameter α1`...`αdS but where ξ and W
CT
α are not inde-
pendent, which can be verified via a covariance calculation.
2.3.2 Statement of the main results
The aim of the present paper is to gather information about WDTα and W
CT
α . We will prove the two following
theorems, which happen to be the first results on the variables W induced by a multi–colour urn.
Definition 2.8. A complex-valued random variable Z is moment-determined if for all random variable Y ,
E
“
Y pY¯ q
‰ “ E“ZpZ¯q‰ p@p, q ě 1q ñ Y plawq“ Z.
Theorem 2.9. Under assumptions pBq, pTq and pSq, for all initial composition α,
(i) the random variable WCTα is moment-determined.
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(ii) the Laplace series of WDTα converges on the whole plane, which implies that W
DT
α is moment-determined.
Note that it is an open problem to determine whether the Laplace transform of WCT converges in a neighbour-
hood of 0. A similar result is already proved in [CMP13] in the two–colour case under assumptions pBq, pT´1q and
pIq. Our proof is similar to the one developed there, although more involved due to the higher dimension and to the
less restrictive tenability assumption: new higher–level arguments are needed here when simple calculations were
sometimes enough in the two–colour case.
Theorem 2.10. Under assumptions pBq, pTq and pIq for all initial composition α:
• If λ P CzR, then the random variables WCTα and WDTα both admit a density on C, and their support is the
whole complex plane.
• If λ P R, then, the random variables WCTα and WDTα both admit a density on R, and their support is the
whole real line.
A similar result is proved in [CPS11] or in [CMP13] for two–colours urns with the tenability condition pT´1q
where the random variables WCT and WDT are real. Note that in dimension 2, an urn with negative entries in its
replacement matrix admits no large Jordan block. Since the random variables WCT and WDT can be non-real in
the multi–colour case, the proof of Theorem 2.10 needs additional input; for example, proving that the support of
WDT is the whole complex plane becomes a non trivial step in the present article whereas the fact that the support
was the whole real line it was straightforward in the real case.
3 Continuous time branching process – smoothing system
In this section, we focus on the continuous–time process and show how to use the tree–like structure of the process.
It is the first step of the proofs of our two main results Theorems 2.9 and 2.10. As already mentioned, seeing urn
schemes as branching processes is standard in the literature; the novelty of our approach is that we extend this
analogy for urns that do not fall under the strong tenability condition pT´1q but only under the weaker pTq.
First, we reduce the study to only d initial compositions (instead of an infinite number), namely the initial
compositions with a unique ball. Said differently, it is enough to study the random variables We1 , . . . ,Wed where,
for all i P t1, . . . , du, ei is the vector whose coordinates are all 0 except the ith which is 1 if ai,i ě ´1 and ´ai,i
otherwise. We call e1, . . . , ed the atomic initial compositions of the urn. We then show, again using the tree-like
structure of the process, that the random variables We1 , . . . ,Wed satisfy a system of d smoothing equations.
First introduce further notations: For all i P t1, . . . , du, let us denote
α˜i “
$’&’%
αi if ai,i ě ´1,
αi
´ai,i otherwise,
(5)
and for all i, c P t1, . . . , du, let us denote
a˜c,i “
$’&’%
ac,i if ai,i ě ´1,
ac,i
´ai,i otherwise.
(6)
In view of Assumption pTq, for all i, c P t1, . . . , du, a˜c,i and α˜i are integers.
Remark 3.1. If we suppose further that pT´1q holds, then α˜i “ αi for all i P t1, . . . , du and a˜i,j “ ai,j for all
i, j P t1, . . . , du.
3.1 Decomposition
To explain how to decompose the continuous time urn process, we will focus on an example, before generalising to
any urn process that satisfies pBq, pSq and pTq. Assume for example that
R “
¨˝
6 2 0
5 ´2 5
0 2 6
‚˛.
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Figure 1: Decomposition of the urn process in continuous time – example.
One can verify that the urn process defined by R satisfies pBq, pIq and pTq. Moreover, its eigenvalues are 8, 6 and
´4. In particular, 6 is a large eigenvalue which allows us to apply Section 2 and define WCTα through Theorem 2.6
for any initial composition α. In the following, we will denote by E6 the one-dimensional Jordan stable subspace
associated to this eigenvalue 6 and by pi6 the Jordan projection onto it.
Note that we can decompose the multitype branching process as shown in Figure 1, which gives the following
UCTp2,4,1q
plawq“
2ÿ
k“1
U
pkq
p1,0,0q `
4ÿ
k“3
U
pkq
p0,2,0q `
5ÿ
k“5
U
pkq
p0,0,1q,
where the U ppq are independent urn processes.
Let us quit the example and make the same reasoning as above in full generality under pBq, pSq and pTq. Recall
that, for all c P t1, . . . , du, ec has all its coordinates equal to zero except for the cth, which is equal to 1 if ac,c ě 0
and to ´ac,c otherwise. We get
UCTα ptq plawq“
dÿ
c“1
βcÿ
p“βc´1`1
U ppqec ptq,
where β0 “ 0 and βc “ řjďc α˜j , and where the U ppqec ptq are independent copies of UCTec ptq, independent of each
other.
Dividing this equality in law by tνeλt, projecting onto the fixed large Jordan subspace E via piE , and applying
Theorem 2.6 gives
Proposition 3.2 (already mentioned in [Jan04, Remark 4.2]). For all replacement matrices R and initial compo-
sition α satisfying pBq, pSq and pTq,
WCTα
plawq“
dÿ
c“1
βcÿ
p“βc´1`1
W ppqec ,
where the W
ppq
ec are independent copies of W
CT
ec , independent of each other and independent of U .
Proposition 3.2 allows to reduce the study to only d random variables, namely pWCTe1 , . . . ,WCTed q instead of
having to study an infinite family of such variables. Any information gathered about those d random variables will
a priori give us some information about any WCTα .
3.2 Dislocation
In view of Proposition 3.2, it is enough to focus on the d atomic initial compositions e1, . . . , ed. Recall that for all
i P t1, . . . , du, ei is the vector whose all components are zero, except the ith which is equal to 1 if ai,i ě 0 and to
´ai,i otherwise. We will from now on denote by θi P t1, 2, . . .u the non zero component of ei:
θi “
#
1 if ai,i ě 0
´ai,i otherwise. (7)
Let us again study first the particular example given by
R “
¨˝
6 2 0
5 ´2 5
0 2 6
‚˛.
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Figure 2: Dislocation of a continuous time urn process – the different atomic initial compositions and their compo-
sition after the first drawing.
The three atomic initial compositions are given by e1 “ p1, 0, 0q, e2 “ p0, 2, 0q and e3 “ p0, 0, 1q, since a1,1, a3,3 ě 0
and a2,2 “ ´2. In all three cases, the first step is deterministic: we know the colour of the first ball to be drawn
and we therefore know what is the composition of the urn after the first split time (cf. Figure 2). We therefore have
that,
UCTe1
plawq“
7ÿ
k“1
U pkqe1 pt´ τ p1qq `
8ÿ
k“8
U pkqe2 pt´ τ p1qq,
UCTe2
plawq“
5ÿ
k“1
U pkqe1 pt´ τ p2qq `
10ÿ
k“6
U pkqe3 pt´ τ p2qq,
UCTe3
plawq“
1ÿ
k“1
U pkqe2 pt´ τ p3qq `
8ÿ
k“2
U pkqe3 pt´ τ p3qq,
where the U pkq are independent continuous time urn processes with replacement matrix R, where τ p1q, τ p2q and
τ p3q are independent random variables exponentially distributed of respective parameters 1, 2 and 1. The random
variables τ p1q, τ p2q and τ p3q are the first split times that occur in urns of respective initial compositions e1, e2
and e3.
The same reasoning in full generality, for all replacement matrices R satisfying pBq, pSq and pTq gives that, for
all c P t1, . . . , du,
UCTec
plawq“
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
U pkqei pt´ τ pcqq,
where γ
pcq
0 “ 0 and γpcqi “
ř
jďi a˜c,i ` δc,i, τ pcq is an exponentially distributed random variable of parameter θc
(which is a positive integer), and the U pkq are independent continuous time urn processes with replacement matrix
R. We recall that E is a fixed Jordan space of dimension ν ` 1 associated to a large eigenvalue λ. Dividing the
previous equality in law by tνeλt, projecting onto E via piE , and applying Theorem 2.6 gives
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Proposition 3.3 (already mentioned in [Jan04, Theorem 3.9]). Under assumptions pBq, pSq and pTq, for all c P
t1, . . . , du,
WCTec
plawq“ Uλ{θc
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
W pkqei , (8)
where γ
pcq
0 “ 0, γpcqi “
ř
jďipa˜c,j ` δc,jq (using Kronecker’s notation δc,j “ 1 if c “ j, 0 otherwise), where U is a
uniform random variable on r0, 1s, and where the W pkqei are independent copies of WCTei , independent of each other
and of U .
Remark 3.4. If we assume pT´1q instead of pTq in the result above, we get
WCTec
plawq“ Uλ
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
W pkqei ,
where γ
pcq
0 “ 0, γpcqi “
ř
jďipac,j ` δc,jq, where U is a uniform random variable on r0, 1s, and where the W pkqei are
independent copies of WCTei , independent of each other and of U .
Remark 3.5. One can prove that the solution of System (8) is unique at fixed mean and under a condition of finite
variance. A very similar proof in done in [Jan04, Proof of Theorem 3.9(iii), page 232–233].
4 Moments – Proof of Theorem 2.9
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.9. We study here the moments of the random variables
pWDTei qiPt1,...,du and pWCTei qiPt1,...,du. First note that the convergence in all Lp (p ě 1) stated in Theorems 2.4
and 2.6 ensures us that those random variables admit moments of all orders. The first step in the proof is the
following lemma, which concerns the continuous time process: Equation (4) will then allow us to infer results about
the discrete time process.
Lemma 4.1. Let pX1, . . . , Xdq be a solution of System (8) with moments of all orders. Then the sequencesˆ
E|Xi|p
p! lnp p
˙ 1
p
, for all i P t1, . . . , du, are bounded.
Proof. Let pX1, . . . , Xdq be a solution of System (8), let ϕppq :“ lnppp` 2q and let, for all i P t1, . . . , du,
upiqp :“ E|Xi|
p
p!ϕppq .
Let us prove by induction on p ě 1 that, for all i P t1, . . . , du, the sequence
´
E|Xi|p
p!ϕppq
¯ 1
p
is bounded. Raise the
equations of System (8) to the power p and apply the multinomial formula. Since E|Uµp| “ 1pReµ`1 for all µ P C
(with U uniformly distributed on r0, 1s), for all c P t1, . . . , du,
E|Xc|p ď 1
pReλθc ` 1
ˆ dÿ
i“1
pa˜c,i ` δc,iqE|Xi|p
`
ÿ
p1`¨¨¨`p
γ
pcq
d
“p
pjďp´1
p!ś
1ďjďγpcqd pj !
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
E|Xi|pk
˙
,
which means
p
Reλ
θc
E|Xc|p ď
dÿ
i“1
a˜c,iE|Xi|p `
ÿ
p1`...`p
γ
pcq
d
“p
pjďp´1
p!ś
1ďjďγpcqd pj !
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
E|Xi|pk .
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It implies that, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
pReλ
θc
upcqp ď
dÿ
i“1
a˜c,iu
piq
p `
ÿ
p1`...`p
γ
pcq
d
“p
pjďp´1
ś
1ďjďγpcqd ϕppjq
ϕppq
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
upiqpk . (9)
Let
Φcppq :“
ÿ
p1`¨¨¨`p
γ
pcq
d
“p
pjďp´1
ś
1ďjďγpcqd ϕppjq
ϕppq . (10)
A slight generalisation of [CMP13, Lemma 1] ensures that
Φcppq ď p1` 8 lnpp` 2qqγ
pcq
d , (11)
for all p ě 2, as soon as γpcqd ě 1; recall that γpcqd “
řd
i“1pa˜c,i ` δc,iq ě 1.
Denote by ∆p the determinant of pReλΘ ´ R˜ where Θ “ diagtθ´11 , . . . , θ´1d u and R˜ “ pa˜i,jq1ďi,jďd. This
determinant is non-zero for all p ě 2 since
∆p “ detppReλΘ´ R˜q “
ˆ dź
i“1
θ´1i
˙
detppReλId ´Rq
and since pReλ ą S (as, by assumption, Reλ ą S{2). Note that, under pT´1q, we have Θ “ Id.
Recall that θi ě 1 for all i P t1, . . . , du (see Equation (7)), and note that
}pReλΘ´ R˜}8
pReλ
Ñ 1
min1ďiďd θi
when p tends to `8, implying that there exists p0 ě 1 such that, for all p ě p0,
}pReλΘ´ R˜}8
pReλ
ď 2
min θi
“: ρ. (12)
In addition, let us denote by ∆ppj, iq the determinant of pReλΘ´ R˜ in which the ith column and the jth line have
been removed. For all 1 ď i, j ď d, the polynomial ∆ppj, iq has degree at most d´ 1 in p, which implies
sup
1ďi,jďd
|∆ppj, iq|
|∆p| “ O
ˆ
1
p
˙
,
when p goes to infinity, and there exists a constant η ą 0 and an integer p1 ě p0 such that, for all p ě p1,
sup
1ďi,jďd
|∆ppj, iq|
|∆p| ď
η
p
.
Finally, let us denote by ∆ppcq the determinant of the matrix pReλΘ´ R˜ in which the cth column has been replaced
by a column of 1. We know that ∆p has degree d in p whereas ∆ppcq is a polynomial with degree at most d´ 1 in
p. It implies that there exists an integer p2 ě p1 such that, for all p ě p2, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
∆ppcq
∆p
p1` 8 lnpp` 2qqγpcqd ď 1
ρηd2Reλ
, (13)
where the choice of the right-hand side constant will become clear later on.
Let us define
A :“ maxtpupiqq q
1
q , 1 ď q ď p2, 1 ď i ď du,
and prove by induction on p ě p2 that, for all q ď p and c P t1, . . . , du, pupcqq q 1q ď A. Fix p ą p2 and assume that
the induction hypothesis is true for p´ 1; then Equations (11) and (9) imply
pReλΘupcqp ď
dÿ
i“1
a˜c,iu
piq
p `ApΦcppq.
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Let pv1, . . . , vdq be the solution of the system
pReλΘvc “
dÿ
i“1
a˜c,ivi `ApΦcppq.
We thus have that vc ě upcqp for all 1 ď c ď d. Solving this Cramr system, we get, in view of Equations (11)
and (13),
vc “ ApΦcppq∆ppcq
∆p
ď A
p
ρηd2Reλ
.
For all p ě p2, using the fact that for all d-dimensional matrix M and all vector v, }Mv}8 ď d}M}8}v}8, we get
ppReλΘ´ R˜quppq ď ppReλΘ´ R˜qv ď }pReλΘ´ R˜}8 A
p
ρηdReλ
ω,
where uppq and v denote the vectors of respective coordinates pupiqp q1ďiďd and pviq1ďiďd, where ω is the vector whose
all coordinates are equal to 1, and where the sign ď between two vectors is to be read coordinate by coordinate. In
particular, we have
}ppReλΘ´ R˜quppq}8 ď Ap }pReλΘ´ R˜}8
ρηdReλ
ď Ap p
ηd
,
where we have used Equation (12). Let us denote M “ pReλΘ´ R˜. The coefficients of M´1 are given by
pM´1qi,j “ p´1qi`j ∆ppj, iq
∆p
,
where ∆p is the determinant of M , and ∆ppj, iq is the determinant of the matrix M in which the jth line and the
ith column have been removed. By definition of p2, for all p ě p2,
}M´1}8 “ sup
1ďi,jďd
|pM´1qi,j | ď η
p
,
which implies that, for all p ě p2,
}uppq}8 ď }M´1}8Ap p
η
ď Ap.
Finally, for all c P t1, . . . , du, uppqc ď Ap, which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.9.(i)To prove that a real-valued random variable X is moment-determined, one can show that
it satisfies Carleman’s criterion: 8ÿ
k“1
E
“
X2k
‰´1{2k “ 8.
For a complex-valued random variable Z, one can for example apply [JK15, Theorem 10.3], which states that,
if all moments of |Z| are finite and if |Z| satisfies Carleman’s criterion, then Z is moment-determined in the
sense of Definition 2.8. Lemma 4.1 implies that, for all i P t1, . . . , du, the random variable |WCTei |, which admits
moments of all orders in view of Theorem 2.6 satisfies Carleman’s criterion. Therefore, WCTei is moment-determined.
Proposition 3.2 eventually allows us to generalise Lemma 4.1 to any initial composition: For all initial composition
α, |WCTα | also satisfies the Carleman’s criterion.
(ii) By Lemma 4.1, we have the following inequality: there exists a constant C such that, for all integer p ě 2,
for any initial composition,
E|WCT |p
p!
ď Cp lnp p.
It implies, via Equation (3), there exists a constant D such that, for all integer p ě 2,
E|WDT |p
p!
ď Dp ln
p p
Γ
´
pReλ`1
S
¯ ,
where we recall that Reλ ą S{2 ą 0. This implies that the Laplace series of |WDT | has an infinite radius of
convergence. Since xt,WDT y ď 2|t||WDT |, this implies that the Laplace transform of WDT converges on the whole
complex plane.
Theorem 2.9 gives an upper bound for the moments of WCT and WDT ; note that no lower bound is known up
to now.
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5 Discrete time urn process – Smoothing system
5.1 Smoothing system in discrete time
This subsection is devoted to deduce from Sections 3 and 4 that the random variable pWDTe1 , . . . ,WDTed q is a solution
of a smoothing system:
Proposition 5.1. Under assumptions pBq, pTq and pSq, for every colour 1 ď c ď d,
WDTec
plawq“
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S
W pkqei , (14)
where γ0 “ 0 and γpcqi “
ři
j“1pa˜c,j ` δc,jq for all i P t1, . . . , du; where the W pkqei are independent copies of WDTei ,
independent of each other; and where V pcq “ pV1, . . . , Vγpcqd q is a Dirichlet-distributed random vector independent of
the W and of parameter pi, given by
pik “ θi{S if γpcqi´1 ă k ď γpcqi .
Remark 5.2. If we assume pT´1q instead of pTq in the theorem above, we obtain the following system:
WDTec
plawq“
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
V
λ{S
k W
pkq
ei ,
where γ0 “ 0 and γpcqi “
ři
j“1pac,j ` δc,jq for all i P t1, . . . , du; where the W pkqei are independent copies of WDTei ,
independent of each other; and where V “ pV1, . . . , VS`1q is a Dirichlet-distributed random vector of parameter`
1
S , . . . ,
1
S
˘
, independent of the W .
Proof. We will present two proof for this statement: the first one is a moment proof, developed hereafter, the
second one is the classical one based on the branching property of the urn process, we will detail this other proof
in Subsection 5.4.
Let us prove that, for all p, q ě 1,
E
”`
WDTec
˘p`
W
DT
ec
˘qı “ E„ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
V
λ{S
k W
pkq
ei
p˙ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
V
λ¯{S
k W
pkq
ei
q˙
.
Since, WDTec is moment-determined in view of Theorem 2.9, this will conclude the proof. Let us use Connection (1),
which gives, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
E
“`
WCTec
˘p`
W
CT
ec
˘q‰ “ Spp`qqνE”ξ pλ`qλ¯Sc ıE“`WDTec ˘p`WDTec ˘q‰, (15)
where ξc is a Gamma-distributed random variable, of parameter θc{S.
Let Vc be a Beta-distributed random variable of parameter pθc{S, 1q. Note that if U is uniformly distributed on
r0, 1s, we have
Vc
plawq“ US{θc .
Let pζi,kq1ďiďd;kě1 be a sequence of independent, Gamma-distributed random variables of parameter θc{S. The
random variable
ζc “ Vc
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1
ζi,k
is Gamma-distributed with parameter θc{S (it can be verified by calculating its moments). Finally, let
V
pcq
i,k “
ζi,křd
i“1
řγpcqi
k“γpcqi´1
ζi,k
.
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Then (see for example [Ber06, Lemma 2.2]), the γ
pcq
d -dimensional random vector V
pcq whose coordinates are given
by
V
pcq
k “ V pcqi,k if γpcqi´1 ă k ď γpcqi
is Dirichlet-distributed of parameter pi “ ppi1, . . . , piγpcqd q, where
pik “ θi{S if γpcqi´1 ă k ď γpcqi ,
and independent from ζc. Thus, System (8) together with Equation (15), gives that, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
Spp`qqνE
”
ξ
pλ`qλ¯
S
c
ı
E
“`
WDTec
p˘`
W
DT
ec
q˘‰
(16)
“ E
„ˆ
V
λ{S
c
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
WCT,pkqei
p˙ˆ
V
λ¯{S
c
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
W
CT,pkq
ei
q˙
“ E
„ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
V
λ{S
c S
νζ
λ{S
i,kW
DT,pkq
ei
p˙ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
V
λ¯{S
c S
νζ
λ¯{S
i,kW
DT,pkq
ei
q˙
“ Spp`qqν E
„ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
`
ζi,kVc
λ˘{S
WDT,pkqei
p˙ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
`
ζi,kVc
˘¯λ{S
W
DT,pkq
ei
q˙
. (17)
We also have that, by independence of V pcq and ζc,
E
”
ζ
pλ`qλ¯
S
c
ı
E
„ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
i,k
λ¯{S
WDT,pkqei
p˙ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
i,k
¯¯λ{S
W
DT,pkq
ei
q˙
“ E
„ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
ζcV
pcq
i,k
λ¯{S
WDT,pkqei
p˙ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
ζcV
pcq
i,k
¯¯λ{S
W
DT,pkq
ei
q˙
E
„ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
pζi,kVcqλ{SWDT,pkqei
p˙ˆ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
pζi,kVcqλ¯{SWDT,pkqei
q˙
. (18)
The result follows from Equations (17) and (18), using the fact that WDT is moment-determined.
5.2 Unicity
The main goal of this section is to prove that the solution of System (14) is unique. We therefore use the so-called
contraction method. This method, presented for example in Neininger-Ru¨schendorf’s survey [NR06] consists in
applying the Banach fixed point theorem in an appropriate complete Banach space. It has already been used in
a Po´lya urn context in the literature. In [KN14] the contraction method is used as a new approach to prove an
equivalent of Theorem 2.4 for large and small eigenvalues (for discrete time two-colour urns). In [CMP13], it is
used as in the present paper, to prove the unicity of the solution of a two-equation system, in the study of large
two–colour Po´lya urns. In [Jan04], it is also used to prove the unicity of the solution of system (8): therefore, we
will only develop the proof for the discrete case. Similar proofs can be found in [KN14] or [CMP13].
Let M2 be the space of complex-valued square integrable probability measures. For all A P C, let MC2 pAq be
the subspace of measures in M2 with mean A. We consider the Wasserstein distance as follows: for all µ, ν two
measures in MC2 pAq,
dW pµ, νq “ inf
X„µ,Y„ν }X ´ Y }2,
where } ¨ }2 is the L2-norm on C.
For all A1, . . . , Ad P C. Let us denote by Śdi“1MC2 pAiq the Cartesian product of the spacesMC2 pAiq. We define
the Wasserstein distance on this space as follows: for all µ “ pµ1, . . . , µdq and ν “ pν1, . . . , νdq two elements ofŚd
i“1MC2 pAiq,
dpµ,νq “ max
1ďiďdtdW pµi, νiqu.
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We know that pMC2 pAq, dW q and thus
Śd
i“1MC2 pAiq are complete metric spaces (see for example [Dud02]).
The random vector pWDTe1 , . . . ,WDTed q is a solution of System (14):
Wec
plawq“
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S
W pkqei .
For all µ “ pµ1, . . . , µdq PŚdi“1MC2 pmiq, for all c P t1, . . . , du, let
Kcpµq “ L
¨˚
˝ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S
X
pkq
i
‹˛‚,
where γ0 “ 0, γpcqi “
ř
jďipa˜c,j ` δc,jq and for all i P t1, . . . , du, the pXpkqi q1ďiďd are independent random variables,
independent of each other and of vector V , which is Dirichlet-distributed of parameter
ˆ
pi
pcq
1 , . . . pi
pcq
γ
pcq
d
˙
, and, for all
1 ď i ď d and 1 ď k ď γpcqd ,
γ
pcq
i´1 ` 1 ď k ď γpcqi ñ Xpkqi „ µi and pipcqk “ θi{S. (19)
We define the function K as
Kpµq “ pK1pµq, . . . ,Kdpµqq,
and prove the following result:
Proposition 5.3. For all large eigenvalue λ of the replacement matrix R, for all A “ pA1, . . . , Adq P Cd, denote
by ΨpAq the vector whose coordinates are given by
ΨpAqi “ Ai
λ` θi for all i P t1, . . . , du,
where λ` θi ‰ 0 since Reλ ą S{2 ą 0 and θi ě 1.
(i) For all A “ pA1, . . . , Adq P Cd such that ΨpAq P KerpR ´ λIdq, the function K is an application fromŚd
i“1MC2 pAiq into itself.
(ii) Moreover, the law of pWDTe1 , . . . ,WDTed q is the unique square-integrable solution of (14) at fixed mean.
Remark 5.4. If we assume pT´1q in addition, then, remark that ΨpAq P KerpR´ λIdq if and only if A P KerpR´
λIdq.
Proof. piq First remark that
EKcpµq :“
ż
C
x dKcpµqpxq “
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
p“γpcqi´1`1
E
´
V pcqp
¯λ{S
EXpkqi
because pV1, . . . , VS`1q is independent of pXp1qi , . . . , XpS`1qi q1ďiďd. Since, for all p P t1, . . . , S ` 1u, for all i P
t1, . . . , du, EXppqi “ Ai, we have
EKcpµq “
dÿ
i“1
Ai
γ
pcq
iÿ
p“γpcqi´1`1
E
´
V pcqp
¯λ{S
“
dÿ
i“1
Ai
γ
pcq
i ´ γpcqi´1
1` λθ´1i
“
dÿ
i“1
Ai
a˜c,i ` δc,i
1` λθ´1i
“
dÿ
i“1
Ai
ac,i ` δc,iθi
θi ` λ “
dÿ
i“1
pac,i ` δc,iθiqBi,
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where B “ ΨpAq. The above calculations are true because
´
V
pcq
p
¯λ{S plawq“ Uλ{θc for all p P t1, . . . , S ` 1u, where
U is a random variable uniformly distributed on r0, 1s, and because Reλ ą S{2, which implies λ ‰ ´θc since θc ě 1
(see Equation (7)). Since λ is an eigenvalue of R, and B “ pB1, . . . , Bdq P KerpR´ λIdq, we have
dÿ
i“1
ac,iBi “ λBc
for all 1 ď c ď d. It implies
EKcpµq “ pλ` θcqBc “ Ac
for all µ P Śdi“1MC2 pAiq. Moreover Kpµq is square-integrable, which implies that K is indeed a function fromŚd
i“1MC2 pAiq into itself, for all A such that ΨpAq P KerpR´ λIdq.
piiq Let µ “ pµ1, . . . , µdq PŚdi“1MC2 pAiq and ν “ pν1, . . . , νdq PŚdi“1MC2 pAiq be two solutions of System (14),
meaning that
Kµ “ µ and Kν “ ν.
Let us prove that dpµ,νq “ 0, using the total variance law: it is enough to prove that, for all i P t1, . . . , du,
dW pµi, νiq “ 0. Kantorovitch-Rubinstein’s theorem implies that, for all 1 ď i ď d, there exists two random variables
Xi „ µi and Yi „ νi such that dW pµi, νiq “ }Xi ´Yi}2. Fix 1 ď c ď d, and let V be a Dirichlet-distributed random
variable of parameter
ˆ
pi
pcq
1 , . . . pi
pcq
γ
pcq
d
˙
(as in Equation (19)), X “ pXpcq1 , . . . , Xpcqγpcqd q and Y “ pY
pcq
1 , . . . , Y
pcq
γ
pcq
d
q be
two sequences of independent random variables such that X and Y are both independent of V (but not necessarily
independent of each other), and, for all 1 ď i ď d and 1 ď k ď γpcqd ,
γ
pcq
i´1 ` 1 ď k ď γpcqi ñ LpXpcqk , Y pcqk q “ LpXi,Yiq and pipcqk “ θi{S.
We thus have, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
dW pµc, νcq2 “ dW pKcpµq,Kcpνqq2 ď
›››››››
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S pXpkqi ´ Y pkqi q
›››››››
2
2
ď
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
E
ˇˇˇˇ´
V
pcq
k
¯2λ{S ˇˇˇˇ
E
ˇˇpXpkqi ´ Y pkqi qˇˇ2
“
dÿ
i“1
E|Xi ´ Yi|2
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
E
ˇˇˇˇ´
V
pcq
k
¯2λ{S ˇˇˇˇ
,
implying that
dW pKcpµq,Kcpνqq2 ď
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
i ´ γpcqi´1
2Reλθ´1i ` 1
dW pµi, νiq2 “
dÿ
i“1
a˜c,i ` δc,i
2Reλθ´1i ` 1
dW pµi, νiq2.
If we let ∆i “ dW pµi,νiq2θi`2Reλ , for all i P t1, . . . , du, we get that, for all 1 ď c ď d,
2Reλ∆c ď
dÿ
i“1
ai,c∆i “ pR∆qc.
Let v “ pv1, . . . , vdq be a horizontal vector with positive entries such that vR “ Sv, then
vpR∆q “ Sv∆.
The existence of such a v is a consequence of the irreducibility of the urn, namely hypothesis pSq, as explained
in [Jan04]. It implies that,
S
dÿ
c“1
vc∆c “
dÿ
c“1
vcpR∆qc ě 2Reλ
dÿ
c“1
vc∆c.
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Since Reλ{S ą 1{2, this last inequality implies that
dÿ
c“1
vc∆c “ 0,
and thus, by positivity of the vc and non negativity of the ∆c, we get, for all c P t1, . . . , du, ∆c “ 0. It thus implies
that, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
µc “ νc, and thus µ “ ν,
which concludes the proof.
5.3 Decomposition in discrete time
The argument used to prove Proposition 5.1 can also be used to prove the following result from Proposition 3.2 and
Theorem 2.9:
Proposition 5.5. Under assumptions pBq, pTq and pSq, for all initial composition α,
WDTα
plawq“
dÿ
c“1
βcÿ
p“βc´1`1
Z
λ{S
p W
ppq
ec ,
where β0 “ 0, βi “ řjďi α˜j; where the W ppqec are independent copies of WDTec , independent of each other; and where
Z “ pZ1, . . . , Zβdq is a Dirichlet-distributed random vector independent of the W and of parameter η given by
ηk “ θi{S if βi´1 ă k ď βi.
Remark 5.6. If we assume pT´1q instead of pTq in the theorem above, we obtain the following equation: for all
initial composition α,
WDTα
plawq“
dÿ
c“1
βcÿ
p“βc´1`1
Z
λ{S
p W
ppq
ec ,
where β0 “ 0, βi “ řjďi αj; where Z “ pZ1, . . . , Zβdq is a Dirichlet-distributed random vector of parame-
ter
`
1
S , . . . ,
1
S
˘
; and where the W
ppq
ec are independent copies of W
DT
ec , independent of each other and of Z.
5.4 Tree structure in discrete time
Propositions 5.5 and 5.1 can be proven from scratch by an analogue of the proof of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, using
the underlying tree structure of the urn. The analysis of the tree structure in discrete-time is however more intricate
since the subtrees of the considered forest are not independent. Such a tree decomposition in discrete-time is already
proposed in [CMP13] (for two-colour urns) or [KN14] but both papers assume pBq, pIq and pT´1q. We will develop
this alternative proof of Proposition 5.5 because it happens to be more complicated due to the possibly negative
diagonal coefficient of the replacement matrix.
Alternative proof of Proposition 5.5. The discrete-time urn process can be seen as a forest whose leaves can be of
d different colours: we refer to Figure 32. A time zero, the forest is composed of α˜i roots of colour i (for all
i P t1, . . . , du), each of these roots contains θi balls of colour i. At each step, we pick up uniformly at random a
ball: this ball belongs to a leaf. The picked leaf then becomes an internal node, which has γ
pcq
d children, amongst
them a˜i,j ` δi,j contain θj balls of colour j (for all j P t1, . . . , du) if the picked up leaf was of colour i.
The composition of the urn is thus described by the set of leaves of the forest. Let us number the subtrees of the
forest from trees rooted by colour 1 up to trees rooted by colour d. If we denote by Dppnq the number of balls in
leaves of the pth subtree of the forest, then this pth subtree of the forest at time n represents the composition vector
of an urn process with inital composition of cardinal θc if βc´1 ă p ď βc, taken at internal time Sppnq “ Dppnq´θcS .
Indeed, the internal time in the pth tree is the number of its internal nodes; the fact that the urn is balanced means
that all internal nodes of the tree have given birth to S ` 1 balls, which give the above relationship between leaves
and internal nodes in the pth subtree.
2Figure 3 is an example of a two-colour urn. The example taken is chosen for it simplicity even if the chosen urn only has small
Jordan blocks: it is called a small urn in the literature. It does not affect the arguments developed in the proof.
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Figure 3: A realisation at time n “ 7 of the forest associated to the urn process with initial composition tp2, 2q and
with replacement matrix R “
ˆ´2 4
2 0
˙
. Remark that S1p7q “ 3, S2p7q “ 3 and S3p7q “ 1. Moreover, D1p7q “ 8,
D2p7q “ 3 and D3p7q “ 1.
We thus have
Uαpnq plawq“
dÿ
c“1
βcÿ
p“βc´1`1
U ppqec
ˆ
Dppnq ´ ωp
S
˙
, (20)
where β0 “ 0, where for all c ě 1, βc “ řci“1 α˜i; where ωp “ θi if βi´1 ă p ď βi; and where the urn processes U ppqec
are independent copies of the process Uec , independent of each other. We are thus interested in the asymptotic
behaviour of the vector pD1pnq, . . . , Dβdpnqq when n grows to infinity. This vector happens to be the composition
vector of a
´
βd “ řdi“1 α˜i¯–colour Po´lya urn with initial composition ω “ tpω1, . . . , ωβdq, where
ωk “ θi if βi´1 ă k ď βi.
Indeed, forget the initial colouring of the leaves and colour the leaves of the ith subtree with colour i; at each step,
a leaf of the forest picked up uniformly at random becomes an internal node and gives birth to S ` 1 leaves of its
same colour. Such a diagonal urn is called a Po´lya-Eggenberger urn and has been long studied in the literature.
We can for example cite this result by [Ath69] (for a complete proof, see [Ber06] or [CMP13]):
Theorem 5.7. Let p and K be two positive integers and pD1pnq, . . . , Dppnqq the composition vector at time n of
an urn process of initial composition ν“ tpν1, . . . , νpq and with replacement matrix KIp, then, asymptotically when
n tends to infinity, almost surely,
1
nK
pD1pnq, . . . , Dppnqq Ñ Z “ pZ1, . . . , Zpq
where Z is a Dirichlet-distributed random vector of parameter
`
ν1
K , . . . ,
νp
K
˘
.
Thus, projecting Equation (20) onto E via piE , renormalising it by n
λ{S lnν n and taking the limit when nÑ `8
gives Proposition 5.5.
6 Densities – Proof of Theorem 2.10
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.10 via an analysis of the Fourier transforms of the random variables WCT and
WDT . We generalise the method developed by [Liu98, Liu01] for smoothing equations with positive solutions and
refer to [CLP13] for a similar proof in the case of m-ary trees where a complex fixed point equation (but not a
system) is studied. A similar result is also proved for the two–colour case in [CMP13], but due to both the higher
dimension and the weaker tenability condition, the present proof follows a different route.
The strategy of the proof is the following. First focus on the discrete time case, i.e. on WDT :
• We prove that the support of WDTei contains some non-discrete set.
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• It implies that the Fourier transform of WDT is integrable and thus invertible (see Lemmas 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6),
so that the variable WDT has a density on C.
• We finally deduce from the existence of a density and from Lemma 6.2 that the support of WDT is the whole
complex plane.
Via the martingale connection (3), one can consequently infer that, for all c P t1, . . . , du WCTec has a density on C.
Propositions 5.5 and 3.2 permit to generalise to any initial composition.
We assume pBq, pTq and pIq and recall that the eigenvalue λ, the Jordan subspace E, and its dimension ν ` 1
are fixed.
Lemma 6.1. There exists 1 ď c ď d such that EWDTec ‰ 0.
Proof. It is known (see for example [Pou08]) that, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
1
ν!
WDTec v
“ lim
nÑ`8
`
1` tR|E
˘´1ˆ
1`
tR|E
1` S
˙´1
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
1`
tR|E
1` pn´ 1qS
˙´1
piEpUecpnqq,
as a martingale almost sure limit, where tR|E stands for the restriction of the endomorphism induced by R to the
Jordan subspace E (note that the unique eigenvalue of R is thus λ and since Reλ ą S{2, the inverses above are
well defined). Thus, EWDTec v “ ν!piEpecq. Note that, if EWDTec v “ ν!piEpecq “ 0, for all 1 ď c ď d, then, piE “ 0,
which is impossible.
Lemma 6.2. For all z “ pz1, . . . , zdq PŚdi“1 SupppWDTei q, for all c P t1, . . . , du, for all pv1, . . . , vγpcqd q in the support
of a Dirichlet- distributed random vector of parameter ω “ pω1, . . . , ωγpcqd q, where ωi “ θi{S for all i P t1, . . . , cu, we
have
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
v
λ{S
k zi P SupppWDTec q.
Note that the support of the Dirichlet distribution of parameter ω is
!
pv1, . . . , vγpcqd q P r0, 1s
γ
pcq
d :
γ
pcq
dÿ
k“1
vk “ 1
)
.
Proof. Recall that for a given complex random variable Z, for all z P C,
z P SupppZq ô @ε ą 0,Pp|Z ´ z| ă εq ą 0.
Let z, c and pv1, . . . , vγpcqd q satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma and let η ą 0. We haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇWDTec ´ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
v
λ{S
k zi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ plawq“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
λ¯{S
W pkqei ´
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
v
λ{S
k zi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
plawq“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S pW pkqei ´ ziq ´ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
ˆ
v
λ{S
k ´
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S˙
zi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ,
where V “ pV pcq1 , . . . , V pcqγpcqd q and the W
pkq
ei are defined as in Theorem 5.1. Thus, since pz ÞÑ zλ{Sq is continuous on
C, we have, with positive probability,
|W pkqei ´ zi| ă η and
ˇˇ
v
λ{S
k ´
`
V
pcq
k
˘λ{S ˇˇ ă η,
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which imply ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇWDTec ´ dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
p“γpcqi´1`1
v
λ{S
p zi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ď η γpcqdÿ
p“1
ˇˇˇˇ´
V pcqp
¯λ{S ˇˇˇˇ` η dÿ
i“1
|zi|
ď pγpcqd ` }z}1qη ď pS ` 1` }z}1qη,
where }z}1 “ řdi“1 |zi|. For all ε ą 0, we fix η “ εS`1`}z}1 to conclude the proof.
Lemma 6.3. There exists a non zero z0 such that, for all t P p0, 1q,
ptλ{S ` p1´ tqλ{Sqz0 P
dč
i“1
SupppWDTei q.
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 6.1, there exists a colour 1 ď c ď d such that there exists z0 ‰ 0 P SupppWDTec q. Applying
Lemma 6.2, for all i P t1, . . . , du such that ac,i ‰ 0, z0 P SupppWDTei q. Iterating this argument allows us to conclude
that, for all i P t1, . . . , du dominated by c, z0 P SupppWDTei q. By Assumption pIq, all colours are dominating, and
thus c is dominating, meaning that
z0 P
dč
i“1
SupppWDTei q.
Therefore, still by applying Lemma 6.2, for all t P r0, 1s,
ptλ{S ` p1´ tqλ{Sqz0 P
dč
i“1
SupppWDTei q.
The three following lemmas are proven via very similar arguments as the ones developed in [CMP13]. There is
no additional idea to the proof here, except being careful to the slight changes induced by the higher d ě 3 and
by the weaker assumption pTq instead of pT´1q. For all c P t1, . . . , du, let φcptq “ Eeixt,WDTec y for all t P C and
ψcprq “ sup|t|“r |φcptq|.
Lemma 6.4. For all c P t1, . . . , du, for all r ą 0, ψcprq ă 1.
Proof. We know that ψcp0q “ 1 and that ψcprq ď 1 for all r ě 0. Let us assume that there exists rc ą 0 such that
ψcprcq “ 1. Then, there exists zc P C and θc P R such that |zc| “ rc and
Eeixzc,W
DT
ec
y “ eiθc .
Thus, the complex random variable eixzc,W
DT
ec
y´iθc has mean 1 and takes its values in the unit disc. It is therefore
almost surely equal to 1, implying that almost surely, xzc,WDTec y P θc ` 2piZ. Therefore, there exists $ P Z such
that, for all t P r0, 1s,
xzc, ptλ{S ` p1´ tqλ{Sqz0y “ xtλ{S ` p1´ tqλ{S, zcz¯0y “ θc ` 2pi$.
Note that if w P Czt0u and x P R, then the set tz P C : xz, wy “ xu is the line x{w` iwR. Therefore, for all t P r0, 1s,
t
λ{S ` p1´ tqλ{S P θc ` 2$pi
z¯0zc
` iz¯0zcR. (21)
If λ P R, then tλ{S`p1´tqλ{S P R for all t P r0, 1s which implies that both pθc`2$piq{pz¯0zcq and iz¯0zc are real, which
is impossible. If λ P CzR, then, the left-hand side of (21) is a spiral and thus contains at least three non-aligned
points whereas the right-hand side is a line, which is impossible, and thus concludes the proof.
Lemma 6.5. For all c P t1, . . . , du, limrÑ8 ψcprq “ 0.
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Proof. In view of Equation (14), for all c P t1, . . . , du,
φcptq “ E exp
¨˚
˝iAt, dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S
W pkqei
E‹˛‚
“ E
„
E
„
exp
´
i
A
t,
dÿ
i“1
γ
pcq
iÿ
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S
W pkqei
E¯ˇˇˇˇ
V1, . . . , Vγpcqd `1

“ E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
E
«
e
ixt,
´
V
pcq
k
¯λ{S
W pkqei y
ˇˇˇˇ
V1, . . . , Vγpcqd `1
ff
,
implying that
ψcprq ď E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
ψi
´`
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r
¯
.
By Fatou’s Lemma, since PpV pcqk “ 0q “ 0 for all 1 ď k ď γpcqd , it implies
lim sup
rÑ`8
ψcprq ď E
dź
i“1
`
lim sup
rÑ`8
ψip|V λ{Si |rq
˘a˜c,i`δc,i
.
Let us assume that there exists a colour c such that lim suprÑ8 ψcprq “ 1. Let us define ψprq “ max1ďiďd ψiprq,
then lim suprÑ8 ψprq “ 1. According to Lemma 6.4, for all i P t1, . . . , du, ψip1q ă 1, and thus, ψp1q ă 1. Let
ε P p0, 1´ ψp1qq, and define:
r1pεq “ maxtr P p0, 1q, ψprq “ 1´ εu
r2pεq “ mintr ą 1, ψprq “ 1´ εu.
These definitions are legal since ψ is continuous, ψp0q “ 1 and lim suprÑ8 ψprq “ 1. Moreover, we have ψpr1pεqq “
ψpr2pεqq “ 1´ ε, and for all r P rr1pεq, r2pεqs, ψprq ď 1´ ε.
We know that for all c P t1, . . . , du
ψcprq ď E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
ψi
´`
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r
¯
.
In particular, for all r ě 0,
ψcprq ď Eψc
´
|V λ{Sc |r
¯
,
where Vc is Beta-distributed with parameter pθc{S, 1q. For all 1 ď i ď d, let pApiqk qkě1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random
variables having the same law as |V λ{Si |. Iterating the last identity, we get
ψcprq ď EψcprApcq1 . . . Apcqn q.
Let us define, for all i P t1, . . . , du, for all integers n
λpiqn pr, εq “ Ppr1pεq ď rApiq1 . . . Apiqn ď r2pεqq.
For all r ě 0, for all i P t1, . . . , du,
ψiprq ď EψcprApiq1 . . . Apiqn q ď p1´ εqλpiqn pr, εq ` 1´ λpiqn pr, εq ď 1´ ελpiqn pr, εq.
For all c P t1, . . . , du, we have,
ψcpr2pεqq ď E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
ψi
´`
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r2pεq
¯
ď E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
1´ ελpiqn
``
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r2pεq, ε
˘¯
.
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In view of Lemma 6.4, r1pεq Ñ 0 when εÑ 0, implying that, for all i P t1, . . . , du, when ε goes to zero,
λpiqn
``
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r2pεq, ε
˘Ñ Pp0 ď `V pcqk ˘Reλ{SApiq1 . . . Apiqn ď 1q “ 1.
Thus, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
1´ Eśdi“1śγpcqik“γpcqi´1`1
´
1´ ελpiqn ``V pcqk ˘Reλ{Sr2pεq, ε˘¯
ε
Ñ
dÿ
i“1
pa˜c,i ` δc,iq “ γpdqc .
Now note that
1´ ε “ ψpr2pεqq “ max
cPt1,...,du
ψcpr2pεqq
ď max
cPt1,...,du
E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
´
1´ ελpiqn
``
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r2pεq, ε
˘¯
,
which implies that mincPt1,...,du γ
pcq
d ď 1. Recall that, in view of Equation (7),
γ
pcq
d “ 1`
dÿ
i“1
a˜c,i “ 1`
dÿ
i“1
ac,i
θi
ą 1,
since at least one of the ac,i’s is non-zero as their sum is equal to S ě 1. We have thus reached a contradiction,
implying that for all 1 ď c ď d,
lim sup
rÑ8
ψcprq “ 1.
Lemma 6.6. For all c P t1, . . . , du, for all ρ P p0, θc{Reλq, asymptotically when |t| tends to `8, φcptq “ Op|t|´ρq.
Proof. Let ε ą 0. In view of Lemma 6.5, there exists T ą 0 such that, for all r ě T , for all i P t1, . . . , du, ψiprq ď ε.
We already have proved that
ψcprq ď E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
ψi
´`
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r
¯
.
Thus, for all r ě T ,
ψcprq ď εEψcppV pcqjpcqqReλ{Srq ` P
ˆˇˇˇˇ´
V
pcq
γ
pcq
c
λ¯{S
r
ˇˇˇˇ
ă T
˙
,
where jpcq is any integer from t1, . . . , duztγpcqc u. Recall that V pcq
γ
pcq
c
plawq“ US{θc and V pcqjpcq
plawq“ US{θjpcq where U is a
uniform random variable on p0, 1q. Then, for all r ą T ,
ψcprq ď εEψc
`
UReλ{θjpcqr
˘` ˆT
r
˙θc{Reλ
.
Said differently, there exists a positive constant C such that, for all r ą T ,
ψcprq ď εEψc
`
UReλ{θjpcqr
˘` C ˆ1
r
˙ρ
,
for all ρ P p0, θc{Reλq. For such ρ (and actually for any ρ), EU´ρReλ{θjpcq ă `8, and we can thus apply a Gronwall-
type lemma ([Liu99, Lemma 4.1]), which implies
ψcprq ď Cr
´ρ
1´ εEU´ρReλθjpcq ,
provided that ε satisfies 1´ εEU´ρReλ{θjpcq ą 0.
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Proposition 6.7. If λ P CzR, the distribution of WDTec admits a density on C and its support is C, for all
c P t1, . . . , du.
If λ P R, the distribution of WDTec admits a density on R and its support is R, for all c P t1, . . . , du.
Proof. Let us apply arguments already used in [CMP13, page 22] to prove that φc is integrable for all c P t1, . . . , du.
Recall that, for all r ě 0,
ψcprq ď E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
ψi
´`
V
pcq
k
˘Reλ{S
r
¯
.
In view of Lemma 6.6, there exists a constant κ ą 0 such that, for all i P t1, . . . , du, for all ρi P p0, θi{Reλq, for all |t|
large enough, |φiptq| ď κ|t|´ρi . Let ηc “ řdi“1pa˜c,i ` δc,iqρi, for all r large enough, we have
ψcprq ď κ
γ
pcq
d
rηc
E
dź
i“1
γ
pcq
iź
k“γpcqi´1`1
`
V
pcq
k
˘´ρiReλ{S “ O `r´ηc˘ .
Note that, for all 1 ď c ď d, in view of Equation (7),
dÿ
i“1
pa˜c,i ` δc,iqθi
S
“
dÿ
i“1
ac,i ` θiδc,i
S
“ 1` θc
S
ą 1,
implying that we can choose ρ1, . . . , ρd such that ρi ă θi{S and ηc ą 1. Therefore, φc is integrable and thus that
WDTec admits a bounded and continuous density on C, for all c P t1, . . . , du.
Fix a dominating colour c (actually, by Assumption pIq, all colours are dominating, but for this argument, pSq
would be enough). Since WDTec admits a continuous density, we know that there exists z0 P C and ε ą 0 such that
the opened ball centred in z0 of radius ε, which we denote by Bpz0, εq, is contained in SupppWDTec q. In view of
Lemma 6.2, for all colours i dominated by c, and thus for all colours i since c is dominating,
SupppWDTec q Ď SupppWDTei q,
implying that Bpz0, εq Ď ŞiPt1,...,du SupppWDTei q. By Lemma 6.3, we get that, for all t P r0, 1s,`
t
λ{S ` p1´ tqλ{S˘Bpz0, εq Ď č
iPt1,...,du
SupppWDTei q. (22)
Let us first assume that λ P CzR. Note that when t is tending to zero, tλ{S ` p1´ tqλ{S “ 1` tλ{S `Optq, where, for
all complex functions ηptq, we denote ηptq “ Optq, if |ηptq| “ Optq. The function t ÞÑ tλ{S maps any neighbourhood
of 0 to an infinite spiral around 1 in the complex plane: the module of tλ{S goes to zero when t goes to zero, while its
argument, which is equal to Imλ log t{S goes to ´8. In particular, the trajectory of t ÞÑ 1` tλ{S intersects infinitely
many times the set Bpz0, ε{2q X t|z| “ 1uzt1u. Therefore, since tλ{S ` p1 ´ tqλ{S “ 1 ` tλ{S ` Optq, when t goes to
zero, we get that there exists t0 ą 0 such that
|tλ{S0 ` p1´ t0qλ{S| “ 1, argptλ{S0 ` p1´ t0qλ{Sq R 2piZ and |tλ{S0 ` p1´ t0qλ{S ´ 1| ă ε{2.
Therefore, the application
z ÞÑ `tλ{S0 ` p1´ t0qλ{S˘z
is a rotation of an angle sufficiently small so that Bpz0, εq intersects its image. We also know, by Lemma 6.3 thatŞ
iPt1,...,du SupppWDTei q is stable by this rotation. Therefore, if we iterate this application, we get that there exists
ε˜ ą 0 tz P C : |z0| ´ ε˜ ă |z| ă |z0| ` ε˜u is contained in ŞiPt1,...,du SupppWDTei q (one can for example take ε˜ “ ε{2).
In particular, ´z0 P ŞiPt1,...,du SupppWDTei q. Using Lemma 6.2, we get that´1
2
¯λ{S pBpz0, εq ´ z0q “ B`0, p1{2qReλ{S ε˘ Ď č
iPt1,...,du
SupppWDTei q.
Finally, recall that, in view of Lemma 6.3,
Ş
iPt1,...,du SupppWDTei q is stable by
z ÞÑ p1{2qλ{S´1z,
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which sends any ball Bp0, rq to the larger ball B`0, p1{2qReλ{S´1r˘ (recall that Reλ ă S). Iterating this application
thus sends B `0, p1{2qReλ{Sε˘ to C, implying that ŞiPt1,...,du SupppWDTei q “ C.
It remains to treat the case λ P R. From Proposition 5.1, we have, for all c P t1, . . . , du,
dÿ
i“1
pac,i ` δc,iq EW
DT
ei
θi ` λ “ λ
EWDTec
θc ` λ .
First assume that, for all 1 ď i ď d, EWDTei ě 0. Then, if we take c such that
EWDTec
θc ` λ “ min1ďiďd
EWDTei
θi ` λ ,
we get (see Equation (7))
pS ` 1q EW
DT
ec
θc ` λ ď
dÿ
i“1
pac,i ` δc,iq EW
DT
ei
θi ` λ “ λ
EWDTec
θc ` λ ,
implying that EWDTec “ 0 since λ ă S by assumption. The same reasoning holds if we assume that EWDTei ď 0
for all 1 ď i ď d. Therefore, either there exists c such that EWDTec “ 0, or there exist i and j such that
EWDTei ă 0 ă EWDTej .
First assume that exists c such that EWDTec “ 0, and recall that, in view of Lemma 6.1, there exists a colour i
such that EWDTei ‰ 0. Therefore, there exists zi ‰ 0 in the support of WDTei . Since we have assumed that the urn
is irreducible (assumption pIq), and thus, in particular that i is a dominating colour, we get, by Lemma 6.2, that
zi P Şdj“1 SuppWDTej . Similarly, the support of WDTec , and thus Şdj“1 SuppWDTej , contain either 0 or some zc chosen
such that zi and zc have opposite signs. In the first case, since W
DT
ej admits a continuous density for all 1 ď j ď d,
there exists ε ą 0 such that r´ε, εs P Şdj“1 SuppWDTej . In latter case, applying Lemma 6.2 implies that the segment
rzi, zcs (or rzc, zis, depending on the signs) in contained in Şdj“1 SuppWDTej . This segment contains 0, and thus, in
both cases, there exists ε ą 0 such that
r´ε, εs Ď
dč
j“1
SuppWDTej .
Finally, by Lemma 6.2,
Şd
j“1 SuppWDTej is stable by the application z ÞÑ p1{2qλ{S´1z, and iterating this application
sends r´ε, εs to R, which gives
dč
j“1
SuppWDTej “ R,
as desired.
It now remains to treat the case when there exist i and j such that EWDTei ă 0 ă EWDTej . This is very similar
to the previous case: there exists zi ă 0 in SuppWDTei and zj ą 0 in SuppWDTej . By irreducibility, and applying
Lemma 6.2, rzi, zjs Ď Şdj“1 SuppWDTej . This segment contains 0 in its interior and is therefore sent to R by iterating
the application z ÞÑ p1{2qλ{S´1z, under which Şdj“1 SuppWDTej is stable.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. Connection (3) allows to transfer results stated in Proposition 6.7 to WCTec for all c Pt1, . . . , du, since ξ and WDTec both admit a density and are independent. Finally, Propositions 5.5 and 3.2 allow to
generalise to any initial composition α.
Remark 6.8. For two-colour Po´lya urns, it is proven under pBq, pIq and pT´1q by [CPS11] that the density of WCTα
explodes in zero for all initial composition α. Is it possible to prove the same result for d-colour urns? We believe
that the proof is similar to the one developed in [CPS11] if λ is real, and under pTq instead of pT´1q, but what can
be said about WCT in zero when λ is complex?
7 Conclusion and open problems
This paper contains the first results concerning the W random variables exhibited by the asymptotic behaviour of
a multi–colour Po´lya urn process projected along large Jordan blocks: we proved that W is moments-determined
and admits a density both in discrete and in continuous time.
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However, many questions still remain about the random variables W : some of them are solved in the two–colour
case (by methods that do not seem easy to generalise to multi–colour urns) but other are not proved even in the
two–colour case. Can we find a lower bound for the moments of the W ’s ([CPS11] for two–colour urns)? What
is the exact order of their moments? Is the Laplace transform of WCT convergent (this is false in the two–colour
case [CPS11])? Is the Fourier transform of WCT integrable (also false in the two–colour case [CPS11])? Is the
density of WCT continuous (also false in two–colour [CPS11])? Do the W ’s have heavy tails?
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